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Driver Website safeaccelerated.com Go Check it Out!

Summer Severe Weather-Alert
Make sure you are aware of severe weather in your location. We have already
seen several hailstorms and Summer officially starts this Sunday. If you are
caught in a hailstorm or other severe weather, stay safe then you need to make
sure you document it. Take photos of the hail, note your location exactly. We
need, the time and date, and take a screen shot of the local weather report
noting the severe weather. Report the severe weather to the office and the
load number you are currently on. Once the weather has passed inspect your load for
damages. You will need to note them at delivery with the comment “hail damage” with
photos in VTAS.
WARNING!!!! NEVER LEAVE KEYS IN THE CARS!!
We have had multiple thefts this year including the theft of 2 pick up
trucks off the top deck. Be aware of your surroundings we had a unit
stolen right after it was unloaded. NEVER leave the keys in the car
even when unloaded. If the car is recovered it is generally declared a
total loss so these claims can be exceedingly expensive.
After Hours Phone Policies
Please see the attached after-hours phone policies. It notes what items
need to be handled during business hours, and what After Hours will
handle outside of those times. Please DO NOT call after 9pm MST unless
you have an emergency.
We are seeing improvement in our Fleet Verify scores so THANK YOU!
We need to continue this trend by making sure you are noting loading, inroute, and deliveries in real time…. Not hours later. Even if there is limited
cell service it will update when you get into a better service location with the
accurate times.
Signatures in VTAS
Please see the attached information regarding signatures in VTAS and
DO NOT use the refused to sign check box it is not active at this time.

